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• Thomas (2015) demonstrated
that the specific affordances of
hand position moderate this
effect.
• Power grip facilitated
performance on a global
motion task.

• Can be biased towards high or
low levels of construal,
benefiting detection of Global
or Local targets, respectively
(Liberman & Förster, 2012).

• Will a precision grip facilitate
detection of Local targets?
Association Task: Say first word
that comes to mind after reading
target word.
• Affective states can impact
breadth of association (i.e.,
similarity in meaning between
target-response (Brunyé et al.,
2012).

• Beyond these perceptual tasks,
will grip posture affect higher
level cognitive processing?

• 97 Undergraduate Participants.
• Each performed both tasks in
two of the three positions
(control, precision, power grip).
See intro for grip images.
• Order counterbalanced across
participants.

• Feelings of precision lead to
low level construals (Maglio et
al., 2014).
• Precision grip facilitated
performance on a global
form task.

Association Task Results

• Will hand posture affect
breadth? More/less specific
associations during
precision/power grip?

Navon Task Results
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NAVON Task: Respond to ‘H’ or
‘L’ whether in the ‘Global’ or
‘Local’ targets.
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• No evidence of grip type
interacting with target type.
• Interaction also n.s. in second
half of trials.

Association Task Results
• Computed LSA value between
target word and response.
Quantifies the similarity in
meaning between two words
based on the similarity of
contexts in which they appear.

Mean Target to Response LSA Value

• Studies have shown that current
position of your hands biases
attention towards ‘graspable
space’ (e.g., Reed et al., 2010).

Current Tasks
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• No evidence of
precision/power grip leading to
narrower/broader associations.
• Also n.s. effect of grip on
concreteness, length and
frequency of response words.

Conclusions
• Grip type does not seem to
affect higher level cognition in
the Navon or the Association
Task.

